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Complementary applications
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CODI 
incorporates a 
broader 
definition of 
disproportionate 
impactSocial Economic Environmental/Health



Dimensions in CODI model
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CFC modeling approach
Comparisons can 
be made at any 
level of the model: 
Overall CODI 
Index, Dimension, 
Variable.

Model built at the 
Census Tract level 
of geography.
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Variable Variable
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Constructing the CODI index
All variables are converted into 
standard scores – stated as standard 
deviations from the mean

This allows for comparisons of 
variables and for combination of 
variables into index scores 

Index scores created by the simple 
arithmetic average of the standard 
scores

CODI variables then combined into an 
overall CODI index and scores for 
each of the dimensions



Demographic 
variables
➢Total population

➢Share BIPOC

➢Share over 65

➢Share under 18



Interpreting the findings

This model is measuring 
Disproportionate Impact

It is a Deficit-Based 
model

Higher Scores are more 
Challenged



Reading radar graphs
The 0.0 contour is the mean – the state 
average

The contours are scaled as standard 
deviations above or below the state 
average 

Points outside the 0.0 contour identify 
scores higher than the state average 
and inside the 0.0 contour identify 
cohort scores lower than the state 
average 

Since CODI measures deficits, the 
further out on the graph, the more 
disproportionally impacted



CODI Demo



Energy 
Food
Needs assessments

SAMPLE USE CASES



Sample use case 
#1: Wood 
burning as 
energy



Distribution of Colorado reliance on 
wood as primary heating fuel
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Sample use 
case #2: 
Food access 
in a resort 
town







Sample use case 
#3: Baselining a 
needs 
assessment







Technical Q and A



Further Inquiries | More Insight | Follow Us

The Colorado Futures Center is a 501c3 organization 
dedicated to informing about economic, fiscal and 
public policy issues impacting community economic 
health and quality of life.

Phyllis Resnick, PhD

Executive Director, Colorado Futures Center

phyllis@coloradofuturescsu.org

www.coloradofuturescsu.org/
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